ELEGANT
/ˈeləɡənt/

adjective
1. pleasingly graceful and stylish in appearance or
manner.
(of a scientific theory or solution to a problem)
pleasingly ingenious and simple.
“the grand unified theory is compact and elegant in
mathematical terms”

GOLD STANDARD I
Credo | Motto | Values | Promise
Our Credo
Elegant Software Solutions is a team of technologists committed to excellence and customer service.
We pledge to maximize our clients’ returns on investment by building best-of-breed solutions in accordance with
modern-day best practices and the latest standards of our industry.
We are software artisans dedicated to uplifting our entire craft. We take great pride in our craft and promote the
highest levels of professionalism with every interaction we have and every line of code we write.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Business is changing at an intensifying pace. To succeed in today’s cloud-first world,
business leaders must embrace new ways of connecting people, data and processes to
create value for customers. A winning digital transformation strategy addresses these
key components:
• Customer Engagement: enhance customer experience and speed of delivery
• Employee Empowerment: boost productivity and accelerate the pace of business
• Operation Optimization: create efficiencies and expand current abilities
• Product Transformation: improve product features and shorten time to market
Digital transformation is a journey. Developing a strategic roadmap to navigate your
path is crucial. Elegant Software Solutions has the depth of expertise and essential skills
required to guide your business through each requisite step on the pathway to successful
outcomes.
As your trusted partner, we help you accelerate the implementation of emerging
technologies while establishing the right mix of solutions. The proper assessment,
design, implementation and ongoing support of your digital structure will allow your
business to seize bigger and better opportunities.

ELEGANT PLATFORM

TM

Elegant Software Solutions maximizes the ROI of software development by weaving together existing modules and components—proven
by hundreds of applications—instead of writing them from scratch. This allows our team to spend the majority of its time creating code that
is unique to the problem at hand. Leveraging our Elegant PlatformTM greatly decreases time to market, reduces risk and creates high-value
solutions for a lower investment.

ELEGANT DELIVERY
PROCESS
SM

Based on decades of experience and hundreds of
successful projects, Elegant Software Solutions
has created an Application Lifecycle Management
(ALM) process called the Elegant Delivery
ProcessSM to guide your project to a successful
outcome. Heavily based on IBM’s Disciplined
Agile Delivery, it is an enterprise-aware, hybrid
agile process that adopts a risk-driven viewpoint.

GOLD STANDARD II
Credo | Motto | Values | Promise
Our Motto
“Mediocrity is failure.”
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PROCESS

SM

Based on decades of experience and hundreds of
successful projects, Elegant Software Solutions
has created an Application Lifecycle Management
(ALM) process called the Elegant Delivery
ProcessSM to guide your project to a successful
outcome. Heavily based on IBM’s Disciplined
Agile Delivery, it is an enterprise-aware, hybrid
agile process that adopts a risk-driven viewpoint.

ARE YOU FACING ANY OF
THESE CHALLENGES?
Don’t worry, you’re not alone. These are common problems that ESS solves for
clients on a regular basis!
• Disappointing ROI on software development
• High software developer turnover
• Need for unique app or system development
• Limited bandwidth of development teams
• Poorly executed software development projects
• Projects delivered late or over budget
• Failed offshore engagements
• Development teams are behind the curve of industry advances and best practices
• Existing systems are antiquated: buggy, unstable, slow and don’t scale with demand
• Changes to existing systems take a long time
• Systems don’t engage employees or customers
• Disparate systems are not integrated, causing a lack of business continuity
• Inefficient or ineffective business processes
• No business intelligence created by proper data analytics

SERVICES & SOLUTIONS

Product Development

Systems Modernization

Systems Integration

Business Intelligence

Decades of experience building
enterprise-class systems that
increase profits.

Upgrade mature systems to
gain the benefits of the latest
advances in technology.

Eliminate manual processes with
internal and external heterogeneous
systems integration.

Big Data, predictive analysis
and machine learning provide
your organization with insights.

Mobile Apps

DevOps

Engage customers and
employees with personalized
experiences based on mobility
and flexibility.

Design a continuous delivery
model that will delight and
impress your customers.

Security Services

Data Architecture

CTO/CIO Services

Turnkey Outsourcing

Vulnerability assessment and
penetration testing to ensure
your data is secure.

Ensure that the most valuable
digital resource you possess is
architected correctly.

Leverage our combined business
and technical experience to provide
strategic direction.

Build and run a top-performing,
best-of-breed software
development organization.

ROADMAP TO THE CLOUD
Moving to the cloud is an easy decision. Doing it, however, is another story. Cloud
computing is becoming more complex, and there isn’t a standard approach or one-sizefits-all methodology.
So, why move to the cloud? Here are a few of the benefits:
• Deferral of capital expense

• Consistency

• Scalability of applications

• Business continuity

• Resilience

• Cost efficiencies

• Faster time to market

• Smaller carbon footprint

• Improvements in quality
That said, you need two things: expertise and a roadmap. Elegant Software Solutions is a
cloud-first company. From native cloud architecture to lift-and-shift to hybrid solutions,
we are cloud experts. Whether it’s Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, Google Cloud
Platform or IBM Cloud, we’ll work together to create a roadmap and implementation
plan that makes sense for your business.

GOLD STANDARD III
Credo | Motto | Values | Promise
Our Values
We are responsible for uncompromising levels of code quality.
We exceed the expectations of our clients.
We deliver exceptional customer service at all times.
We make our clients feel like the most important people in the world.
We take great pride in always doing our best work.
We recognize the opportunity to continuously learn and grow.
We always follow industry best practices.
We understand our roles in achieving Elegant Software Solutions’ success.
We always look for ways to innovate and improve Elegant Software Solutions.
We take complete ownership of our work.
We always provide multiple solutions to any problem we encounter.
We look around corners for our clients.
We build life-long relationships with our clients.
We are passionate about our craft and we love what we do.
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THE ESS DIFFERENCE
APPRENTICE PROGRAM
At the heart of our business model is a robust Apprentice Program. Candidates have
a logical aptitude, great attitude, unyielding work ethic and a burning passion for
technology. We mold our apprentices into world-class technologists. Clients love this
part of our model because it allows us to offer a reduced, blended rate for engagements
while maintaining the highest standards. This drives up their project value and their
return on investment.

ELEGANT UNIVERSITY

TM

Ongoing training is required to stay relevant in the technology business. All ESS
craftsmen join Elegant University™ for the duration of their tenure with the company.
This includes ongoing structured classroom training, weekly lunch-and-learns, selfpaced training and annual subscriptions to MSDN, Pluralsight and Safari Books Online.

ELEGANT APPS

TM

Elegant Apps™ contains our in-house incubator that allows ESS team members to
participate in revenue sharing programs and gives them opportunities to become
financially independent and embrace entrepreneurial passions. This is an important part
of our model. Employees can be as ambitious as they like while remaining in their
jobs, ESS retains experienced team members and our clients continue to access the most
successful professionals in the industry.

TOM HUNDLEY
Founder and CEO

When your head is full of ideas for changing the world, what do you do? Tom
Hundley created a software development company. “I never thought I would work in
software—or with computers,” he admits. “I’m passionate about quality, excellence
and helping people. I discovered that software development is a great means to that
end.” Tom’s business degree in hotel administration first filled his head with visions
of “Hundley Resorts”, modeled after fine dining establishments and luxury hotels
with white-glove service. Through a series of life events, he found that his penchant
for perfectionism and eye for detail made him an excellent software developer.
With a rare combination of both technical and people skills, Tom understands clients’ objectives, solves problems
and leads talented teams of developers. The name Elegant Software Solutions sprang from his idea of exceeding
clients’ expectations through clean, elegant code. ESS is built on his belief that quality and excellence exist only
to the degree to which a software solution positively affects both the people and profits of the companies it serves.
“Everything we do is meant to make our clients more profitable—whether that’s increasing revenue, decreasing
costs or both.”
Tom’s vision for ESS hinges on a company culture of excellence, commitment, teamwork and collaboration. The
result? Clients receive well-executed solutions that serve as a stable foundation for future expansion.
Tom’s desire to change the world begins with his own employees. Through his direction and leadership, ESS
has created the Elegant UniversityTM and Elegant AppsTM programs to foster young careers and advance the skills
of software developers—limited only by the height of their aspirations. The result is a team of loyal, educated
developers who safeguard their craft, incubate new ideas and deliver cutting-edge software solutions with whiteglove customer service.

GOLD STANDARD IV
Credo | Motto | Values | Promise
Our Employee Promise
Elegant Software Solutions is nothing without its team members. They are the most important resource we have
to provide the level of quality and service that our clients expect and deserve.
Elegant Software Solutions promises to foster a work environment that promotes learning, innovation, teamwork
and collaboration. We endeavor to create work-life balance for our team members, fulfill their professional
aspirations and enhance their quality of life.
Elegant Software Solutions is committed to recognizing and rewarding the exemplary behavior of its team
members.
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Elegant Software Solutions
www.essrocks.io | info@essrocks.io | 855-449-4649

